Rock Renaissance

1. Purple Haze  The Jimi Hendrix Experience
2. Till the End of the Day  The Kinks
3. All I Really Want to Do  The Byrds
4. Get Me to the World on Time  The Electric Prunes
5. Black Magic Woman  Fleetwood Mac
6. Kentucky Woman  Deep Purple
7. Whipping Post  The Allman Brothers Band
8. Sookie Sookie  Steppenwolf
9. Feelin' Alright  Joe Cocker
10. Sugar and Spice  The Cryan' Shames
11. Catch the Wind  Donovan
12. Kick Out the Jams  MC5
13. 7 and 7 Is  Love
14. I'm Gonna Love You Too  The Hullabalooos
15. Ballad of Easy Rider  The Byrds
16. Paper Sun  Traffic
17. Homburg  Procol Harum
18. Hey Joe  The Leaves
19. Money  The Kingsmen
20. Happenings Ten Years Time Ago  The Yardbirds
21. I-Feel-Like-I'm-Fixin'to-Die Rag  Country Joe and the Fish
22. Combination of the Two  Big Brother and the Holding Company
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The high resolution of this compact disc may reveal limitations inherent in the original analog recordings.

WARNING: Copyright subsists in all recordings issued under this label. Any unauthorized rental, broadcasting, public performance, copying or recording in any manner whatsoever will constitute infringement of such copyright and will render the infringer liable to an action at law. In case there is a perception institution in the relevant country entitled to grant licenses for the use of recordings for public performance or broadcasting, such licenses may be obtained from such institution.